Hi All,

Please see my notes below focused on activities, please add to this in preparation for next meeting.

We discussed in detail the standard related to mission, reviewed a few other college statements, and acknowledged that mission will drive planning and resource allocation. This recommendation is urgent to address as soon as we can. Workgroup will provide options for board to consider. Workgroup to list out activities by Aug. 3 and send to me and Grace Esteban.

In addition to all reading that members should do of accreditation documents, focused activities to include:
- review/establish board policy for annual review of mission
- need prioritization of mission components
- need to figure out process for Aug. 14 BOT meeting on discussion to help facilitate that
- for Aug. 14, could have results of short survey, background 'white paper', data
- determined not necessary to go into editing or changing the Our Vision statement which is about values
- need data to be reviewed

Specific homework assignments:
- John Carese/Gohar Momjian -- provide options to edit/add language to prose of mission statement to align with accreditation standards
- Pam Mery/Grace Esteban/Gohar Momjian--put survey together

Please copy Grace in your email reply.

Best,
Gohar
STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES SLO’s WORKGROUP
MEETING
Friday, July 27th, 2012
Financial Aid Conference Room, Cloud Hall #324

AGENDA

1) Review minutes

2) Discuss new matrix (its usage for recording SLO’s)

3) Reports from each unit (what each unit has done for 2011-2012 & Plans for 2012-2013)

4) Deadlines matrix/evidence (August 3rd deadline)

5) Binder of good practices

6) Master Calendar (Calendar of SLO’s activities for 2012-2013)

7) Other